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SUMMARY
The idle speed control problem of a spark-ignited engine equipped with a camless valvetrain is considered.
The camless valvetrain allows control of the individual intake and exhaust valves of each cylinder and can be
used to achieve unthrottled operation, and consequently, optimize the engine performance. We formulate
the speed control problem for this engine and show that it exhibits unstable open-loop behaviour with
a signi"cant delay in the feedback loop. The instability is intrinsic to the unthrottled operation and speci"c
to the camless actuation used to achieve the unthrottled operation. The delay is caused by the discrete
combustion process and the sensor/computer/actuator interface. We demonstrate the inherent system
limitations associated with the unstable dynamics and the delay and provide insight on the structural (plant)
design that can alleviate these limitations. Finally, stabilizing controllers using classical and modern robust
design techniques are presented and tested on a nonlinear simulation model. Copyright  2001 John Wiley
& Sons, Ltd.
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1. INTRODUCTION
In this paper we study the idle speed control problem of an unthrottled spark ignition engine
equipped with an electro-hydraulic camless and springless valvetrain. In contrast to the majority
of conventional automotive engines that operate with a valve motion "xed to the crankshaft
rotation through the mechanical link of the camshaft, the camless valvetrain system allows fully
controlled valve events. Although the conventional system has proven to be convenient and safe,
its "xed valve timing is necessarily a compromise of combustion stability, fuel economy and
maximum torque objectives. The camless valvetrain, on the other hand, allows the optimization
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of the exhaust and intake valve timing, motion and activation for individual cylinder gas
exchange control.
Various studies have shown that a camless valvetrain can alleviate many engine design
tradeo!s by supplying extra degrees of freedom to the overall powertrain system [1}3]. In
particular, it has been shown that controlling the intake valve events can eliminate the need for
throttled operation in gasoline engines and thus obtain fuel economy bene"ts [4}6]. In conventional gasoline engines, the largest amount of throttling corresponds to the idle speed mode. It
follows that unthrottled camless operation will result in signi"cant fuel saving if applied to
idle operation. Hence, one of the critical steps in obtaining the projected steady-state bene"ts
of camless technology is the design of an idle speed controller for this innovative engine
con"guration.
To this end, we "rst analyse the open-loop dynamics pertinent to the camless unthrottled
operation. It is then demonstrated that the speed regulation problem in a camless engine is more
challenging than the idle speed control (ISC) problem for conventional throttled operation.
Speci"cally, the dynamic behaviour of the camless engine speed is open-loop unstable. Indeed, the
camless engine would exhibit unbounded speed drop due to a bounded (even in"nitesimally
small) torque disturbance, if it were not for the physical minimum engine speed saturation (stall)
limit. In comparison, a conventional throttled engine exhibits a bounded speed drop for
a bounded su$ciently small torque disturbance and it is open-loop stable. Depending on the
magnitude of the torque disturbance, the resulting speed drop can still cause engine stall. In both
cases a closed-loop controller is necessary to improve transient performance and ensure disturbance rejection. In the case of the camless engine, however, the controller needs to stabilize the
speed dynamics in addition to the other two control tasks. The structural source and the
implications of the instability for the control design is an important aspect in the development of
camless engines. We show that the instability is intrinsic to the unthrottled operation and speci"c
to the camless actuation used to achieve the unthrottled operation. It is, indeed, well known in the
automotive community that &stable' unthrottled engine operation is di$cult to achieve during
low load, and in particular, during idle conditions [7, 8]. With this work we substantiate this
observation and develop the necessary framework to analyse and control the process. Furthermore, we use system theoretical tools to obtain the limits of achievable performance. These
fundamental limits are consequently used in designing and evaluating robust controllers of
di!erent complexity. Our analysis and control design is based on a mean-value model.

2. ROTATIONAL DYNAMICS
The objective of ISC is to maintain constant (and low) engine speed during the application of
load. For a comprehensive review of ISC see Reference [9]. In an ISC problem, the commonly
chosen control variable is the throttle angle (or air bypass valve position). Sometimes, the spark
timing and the air/fuel ratio are also chosen, but in most cases, these actuators are reserved for
other engine control functions. One of the idle speed control design di$culties, common to all
spark ignition port fuel injection engines, arises from the variable induction-to-power delay and
the actuator authority which imposes a fundamental limitation to the closed-loop bandwidth and
restricts the disturbance rejection ability of the idle speed controller. Good fuel economy and
emissions require low idle speed which aggravates the above di$culties because it results in
a longer delay, and therefore, it imposes more strict limitations on the closed-loop bandwidth.
Copyright  2001 John Wiley & Sons, Ltd.
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Moreover, low speed induces noise and combustion instability. To make things worse, the
driver's perception of noise, vibration and harshness (NVH) characteristics is more acute during
idle conditions making smooth idle speed operation a major driver concern.
In the unthrottled camless engine we utilize the intake valve duration for cylinder air #ow
regulation instead of the throttle or the air by-pass valve. Frequently in our camless ISC analysis
we draw comparisons with the air by-pass valve control of a conventional throttled engine to
highlight their di!erences. Figure 1 shows the block diagram of the unthrottled camless and the
throttled conventional engines indicating their similarities and di!erences. Speci"cally, the
rotational dynamics, net engine torque, torque due to friction and other losses, induction-topower delay (I}P delay) and the cycle #ow integration blocks are structurally similar for the two
engines, while the breathing dynamics and the actuation dynamics are di!erent.
A lumped parameter model can be used to describe the rotational dynamics that govern the
engine speed N(t) (rpm):
J

60 dN(t)
"¹ (t)!¹ (t)!¹ (t)!¹ (t)
O
O
O
O
2 dt

(1)

where J (kg m) is the total rotational inertia, ¹ (N m) the net engine generated torque, ¹ (N m)
O
O
the torque due to mechanical friction and other losses, ¹ (N m) the disturbance torque and ¹
O
O
(N m) the load torque. The torque load, ¹ , during idle accounts for all the accessory steady-state
O
loads, such as the cabin heater, rear window defroster, power steering, brake booster, etc.
The disturbance load, ¹ , corresponds to the torque introduced due to abrupt changes in the
O

Figure 1. Block diagram of the camless unthrottled and the conventional throttled engines.
Copyright  2001 John Wiley & Sons, Ltd.
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accessory load, In the worst case scenario, the torque load (all accessories) is as high as 50 N m
and a typical disturbance load can be 15 N m.
To improve fuel e$ciency, the camless actuation torque loss matches the valvetrain friction
torque loss. The preliminary data from a prototype system shows, however, that the bene"t from
the unthrottled operation (signi"cant reduction of pumping loss) is spent by the electrical load of
the experimental actuator, and therefore, the camless net engine torque equation is similar to that
of the conventional (even in absolute value). The net engine and friction torque are determined
using experimental data for constant air-to-fuel ratio, Maximum brake torque (MBT) spark
timing and zero exhaust gas recirculation:
¹ (t)"F (N(t))
O
2O

(2)

¹ (t)"F (m (t! ), N(t))
(3)
O
2O 

where m (kg) is the engine air charge and  (s) the I}P delay between the mass charge formation


and the torque generation. The delay is constant in the crank-angle domain and, therefore, it is
a function of the engine speed (N):  "2¹, where ¹"120/nN (s) is the stroke event, and

n"4 for a 4-stroke engine, and therefore, ¹"30/N.
In the presence of a torque disturbance (¹ in (1)), the ISC task is to adjust the engine air
O
charge (m ) and generate the necessary engine torque (¹ ) to maintain constant engine speed (N).

O
The engine air charge is the integration of the instantaneous engine #ow mR (t) (kg/s) during an

engine cycle, that is m "  2 mR (t) dt. By assuming a cycle-averaged uniform in time engine air



#ow = we obtain

120
m "F (= , N)"=
(4)

K 
 N
It is interesting to analyse the stability of the idle speed regulation based on controlling the
engine air charge (kg/cycle) versus controlling the averaged air #ow (kg/s). One should expect
considerably di!erent dynamics since the transformation between the two inputs is not linear. It
involves a feedback loop through the variable 4¹"120/N that depends on engine speed. We
show in Section 5 that the linearized m PN dynamics of both camless and conventional

engines are stable with a pole close to the imaginary axis (&barely stable'). The linearized
= PN dynamics, however, are &very stable' with a pole su$ciently far from the imaginary

axis. Note that this analysis is also pertinent to diesel engines because the fuel control design can
be based on fuel #ow (kg/s) or fuel charge (kg/cycle) for a desired air-to-fuel ratio. Indeed,
Guzzella et al. [10] show that the m PN dynamics in a diesel engine are unstable because at

low speeds the torque loss associated with friction and pumping increases slower than the
indicated engine torque when speed increases. Note also that the diesel engine and the unthrottled camless engine have similarly small torque loss due to pumping. In the camless engine under
investigation, however, the m PN dynamics remain stable with a small stability margin.

3. BREATHING DYNAMICS
The ISC in stoichiometric gasoline engines depends on the engine air #ow control (or the engine
air charge control) which is accomplished by directly controlling the intake valve duration,
Copyright  2001 John Wiley & Sons, Ltd.
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instead of indirectly controlling the intake manifold pressure through the electronic throttle (or
air by-pass valve). The mean-value engine air #ow for the camless engine is a function of the
intake valve duration (IVD (deg)) and engine speed (N), i.e. = "F (IVD, N). In contrast to

5
the camless unthrottled operation, the conventional throttled engine air #ow (pumping rate) is
a function of the intake manifold pressure (p (pa)) and the engine speed (N), i.e.
="F (p , N). The nonlinear static functions F [6] and F [11] are shown as
5
5

5
= "F (IVD, N)

5

(5)

"(7.37;10\N#3.15;10\N!6.34;10\);IVD
#(!1.92;10\N!5.94;10\N#5.04;10\);IVD
#(6.75;10\N#1.43;10\N!1.63;10\)
="F (p , N)

5

(6)

"!6.18;10\!1.91;10\N#(2.21;10\#1.72;10\N)p
It is shown that the engine speed has the same e!ects in both conventional throttled
and camless unthrottled engine pumping rates. In particular, a speed drop due to a torque
disturbance will cause cylinder air #ow to decrease which, if not corrected, can potentially
cause a large transient. This is an internal feedback that exists in both throttled and unthrottled
engines.
In the case of the conventional throttled engine, the dependency of pumping rate on manifold
pressure creates another feedback loop that rejects the e!ect of engine speed on cylinder air #ow.
This is achieved through (i) the intake manifold "lling dynamics that are modelled with the
integrator shown in Figure 1, and (ii) the speci"c topology of the engine speed variations in
the feedback loop [11]. Thus the self-regulating e!ects of the manifold "lling dynamics reject the
cylinder air #ow variations before they propagate to the rotational dynamics, causing speed
instability. Unfortunately, this is not the case with the camless unthrottled operation. Unthrottled
conditions result in constant intake manifold pressure (approximately equal to atmospheric
pressure) which eliminates the manifold "lling dynamics. By loosing the pumping rate dependency on the manifold pressure we lose the self-regulating ability of the intake manifold "lling
dynamics. This di!erence is of central importance in the speed control problem because the
self-regulating ability reduces the open-loop engine speed deviation in conventional throttled
engines. We con"rm this signi"cance in Section 5 where we show that the linearized open-loop
speed dynamics with the camless breathing IVDPN has a stable pole very close to the
imaginary axis, whereas the PN open-loop dynamics in the conventional engine ( is the
air-bypass valve position or electronic throttle angle) are stable with poles far into the open
left-half plane (OLHP). Reference to the absence of the self-regulating properties of the intake
manifold dynamics can also be found in the experimental study by Urata et al. [8].
To make things worse, control of IVD is achieved through the hardware implementation of
a signal v that is de"ned in the time domain and thus ampli"es the speed to cylinder #ow
dependency. The next section describes this last piece of the camless engine dynamics that is
responsible for the camless speed instability.
Copyright  2001 John Wiley & Sons, Ltd.
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4. CAMLESS ACTUATION DYNAMICS
The majority of electro-hydraulic or electro-mechanical actuators used for camless valvetrain
development are triggered in the time domain which has important implications in the engine
dynamics. In this work, the camless actuation is achieved with an electro-hydraulic system
introduced in Reference [3] and modelled in Reference [12]. The valve motion is controlled by
a sequence of pulses generated by an electronic circuit. Figure 2 shows the intake valve pro"le (IVP)
and its associated two pulses that trigger the opening, lift and closing of the valve. The valve
opening and closing are triggered by t
and t
, respectively. From t
to t #t, the valve

 


moves with constant acceleration, hence, t controls the peak lift of the valve. By simplifying the
trapezoidal valve pro"le with an ideal rectangular pro"le, it is clear that the intake valve duration is
controlled by the di!erence in the pulse timing v"t !t #t. The cylinder air charge is
 

more sensitive to the duration rather than the lift, especially, if the lift is above 3 mm [6]. For this
reason, we choose IVD as the e!ective control signal of the camless breathing process.
From Figure 2, it is obvious that the degrees of IVD are controlled in the time domain by the
time elapsed between the two pulses (v"t !t #t), which we call, with slight abuse of
 

notation, the pulse-interval. The pulse-interval (v) is scheduled in the time domain. Therefore, the
exact value of (crank-angle) degrees of IVD is a function of engine speed:
IVD(t)"F ((N(t), v(t! ))
'4"
?
"0.006N(t)v(t! )
(7)
?
where  is the combination of sensing and controller}host computer communication delay. The
?
initial experimental hardware indicates that a realistic scenario requires a delay equal to one
cycle, i.e.  "4¹"120/N.
?
Equation (7) shows that if an increase in load causes a drop of 200 rpm in nominal engine speed
and there is no adjustment to the valvetrain pulse-interval (open-loop system), then the demanded
valve duration is reduced by 16.83. For illustration we add Figure 3. The solid line shows
the camless IVP for a 14 ms pulse-interval (input to the actuator) at 800 rpm, whereas the dashed
line shows the valve pro"le that is generated by the same pulse-interval (14 ms) at 600 rpm. The

Figure 2. Intake valve pro"le generated by a pulse sequence.
Copyright  2001 John Wiley & Sons, Ltd.
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Figure 3. Intake valve pro"le for constant input pulse-interval (v"14 ms) for 800 and 600 rpm.

decrease in intake valve duration results in a decrease in cylinder air #ow, and consequently,
a further decrease in engine speed. This relationship constitutes the second positive feedback loop
inherent to the speed dynamics of a camless engine.

5. LINEARIZATION AND STABILITY ANALYSIS
The simple mathematical representation developed in the previous sections allows us here to
demonstrate that the camless idle speed system is an unstable nonlinear system with considerable
delays associated with the sensing/actuating interface and the discrete nature of the torque
generation. Without downplaying the issues associated with the complex nonlinearities of the
system [13], we are focusing on small-signal analysis and employ techniques pertinent to linear
time invariant (LTI) systems. Linearization at a nominal point that corresponds to idle operation
shows that the open-loop dynamics of the unthrottled camless engine have a right-half plane
(RHP) pole and a signi"cant time delay. To assess potential di$culties in the feedback controller
design, we model the time delay as a non-minimum phase (NMP) zero using a "rst-order PadeH
approximation, and then in Section 6, apply well-known results on fundamental limitations for
"nite-dimensional LTI systems.
The state vector of the system is x"[v , m ,N], where v (t)"v(t! ) is the delayed
 

?
pulse-interval command, and m (t)"m (t! ) is the delayed (e!ective) engine air charge. The



selection of a desired idle speed N "800 rpm, a nominal load torque ¹ "0 N m and zero

O
disturbance load ¹ "0 N m de"nes the nominal operating point P "[x , v , ¹ ]. We
O

  O
introduce the following positive coe$cients &k 1.
VV
¹
k " O P
,
N 
¹
¹
k " O P , k " O P
O m

O
N 
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m
m
k "  P , k "!  P
K = 
K
N 

=
=
 P , k "  P
k "
S IVD 
S N 

(8)

IVD
IVD
k "
P , k "
P
T

T

v
N
Figure 4 shows the block diagram of the linearized model using the positive constants above.
From the linearized model, we obtain the transfer functions between pulse-interval, load torque
and engine speed:
k k k k e\O?>O Qv!¹
O
T S K O
N"
(9)
[Js#(k !k )]![(k k #k )k !k ]k e\O Q
,
O
T S
S K
K O
Substitution of all of the numerical values of the coe$cients obtained at the nominal operating
point and using "rst-order PadeH approximation e\OQ"(1! s)/(1# s) result in two real


roots. One root lies in the OLHP (henceforth called p ) and another one lies in the ORHP

(henceforth called p ). We denote !2/( # ) as p , which is the pole from the PadeH approxima
?

O
tion and is also stable. In the following transfer function, we also denote as z "!2/ and


z "2/( # ) the minimum- and non-minimum-phase zeros from the PadeH approximation


?
N"G (G G v!¹ ), where
  
O
(s!z )

G "!

(s!p )
O
(10)
G "k k k k

T S K O
s!z

G "
 J(s!p )(s!p )


The linearized plant is used to investigate the stability of the open-loop dynamics. This
analysis, which progresses from right to left by breaking the feedback loop at lines 1}3 in the
model of Figure 4, clari"es the source of the instability in the camless engine speed dynamics, i.e.
which variable and which interconnection contribute to the ORHP pole. The transfer functions

Figure 4. Linearized model of the camless unthrottled engine.
Copyright  2001 John Wiley & Sons, Ltd.
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Figure 5. Relation between the dominant poles and the nominal engine speed in the s-plane. The top two
graphs refer to the pole of the camless system, and the lowest graph refers to the pole of a conventional
system.

from IVD to N, = to N, and m to N, or the transfer functions to the right of the lines 1,


2 and 3 in Figure 4, have dominant poles at !0.04, !0.33 and !0.01, respectively. Although
these dominant poles are all in the LHP, the "rst and the third are very close to the origin. For
comparison, the dominant pole from  to N in the same displacement conventional (throttled
with mechanical valvetrain) engine is !0.22. Figure 5 shows the location of these dominant
poles, and the arrows show the change of their location as the nominal idle engine speed increases.
Note that when the nominal engine speed increases, the camless speed dynamics become more
stable. It is found that the system becomes stable at nominal load torque ¹ "0 N m and
O
nominal speed N "1700 rpm.

Since the ISC problem is a speed regulation problem, we do not consider the variation of the
nominal engine speed N "800 rpm. We do consider, however, the e!ects of non-zero load

torque (heater or rear window defroster on, for example) on the plant dynamics. Another
important source of model uncertainty is the variation of the inertia J in (10) during vehicle
launch. We consider the values of J to be in the following range:
J3[0.25, 0.37] kg m

(11)

while the load torque is in the following range:
¹ 3[0, 50] Nm
O

(12)

Figure 6 shows the e!ects of inertia and load torque on the plant gain, stable (p ) and unstable

poles (p ) in (10).

It is found from the "gure above that when the load torque increases and/or inertia decreases,
the unstable pole is moving further from the origin, and thus becoming more unstable. Therefore,
when the load torque is minimum and inertial is maximum in their ranges, we will have the most
stable plant, and we call it the &best case' plant. Similarly, we de"ne as the &worst case' plant the
one that corresponds to the maximum load torque and the minimum inertia possible.
Copyright  2001 John Wiley & Sons, Ltd.
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Figure 6. Variations in gain, stable and unstable poles for varying inertia and load torque.

6. FEEDBACK LIMITATIONS
Analysis of the relative pole and zero locations can be used to assess the inherent system
limitations for a wide class of causal, stable and linear stabilizing controllers. The existence of
unstable open-loop dynamics and delays in the feedback-loop imposes well-known constraints in
the closed-loop performance. Identifying these constraints for the nominal engine provides
guidelines for the controller design in Section 8.2.
Let us consider the unity SISO feedback system with a linear, causal and stable controller C(s)
as shown in Figure 7, where N is the engine speed variation (performance and measurement), v
is the pulse-interval variation, ¹ is the torque load variation. Following the conventional
O
notation for disturbance rejection problems we have G"G G G . Let ¸(s)"G(s)C(s) be the
  
open-loop transfer function, S(s)"1/(1#¸(s)) the sensitivity function and ¹(s)"¸(s)/(1#¸(s))
the complementary sensitivity function.
As mentioned previously, linearization of the camless engine model at nominal engine speed
N "800 rpm and load torque ¹ "0 results in an RHP pole p "0.47 and an NMP zero

O

z "8.9. Their relative locations (z +19p ) are not restrictive if one adheres to the &rule of
S


thumb' that the open-loop crossover frequency ( ) should be 2p ) )z /2 (see References




[14}16]). Using a stable controller on the nominal plant allows us to calculate bounds such as the
sensitivity peak M *(z #p )/(z !p ) [16] to have a minimum of M *1.04. Similarly, the
1




1
integral constraints associated with the existence of an RHP pole and the NMP zero do not pose
any additional di$culties. The same conclusion holds even if we consider the more restrictive
phase limitations of the delay [17] instead of optimistically approximating the delay with an
NMP zero.
On the other hand, a brief calculation of the pole-zero location for a vehicle with smaller inertia
indicates a di$cult feedback problem with z +3.3p . Similar di$culties were found for opera

tion under heavy load. Even though, these &di$cult' cases are application speci"c, they indicate
the need for a comprehensive study of the relative pole and delay values in order to assess the
system's feasibility.
Copyright  2001 John Wiley & Sons, Ltd.
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Figure 7. Unity feedback control system for the camless unthrottled engine.

The well-known result 2p ) )z /2 used in the nominal case above indicates that a stable



controller exists, but it does not guarantee that the achieved closed-loop performance and
robustness will be acceptable for the stringent idle speed control requirements. Further investigation is required using realistic bounds on sensitivity that re#ect desired speci"cations on the
disturbance rejection of the ISC. Examples of such bounds can be found in Reference [18], or
one can interpret time-domain speci"cations found in Reference [9]. Speci"cally, a typical test for
the ISC problem consists of a 15 N m (unmeasured) torque disturbance and a desired disturbance
rejection bandwidth of *"10 rad/s. This bandwidth cannot be accomplished with a stable

controller in the case of the camless engine because *'z . Note here that an unstable


controller is undesirable due to associated implementation di$culties. Moreover, the bound on
the sensitivity peak M we calculated above will increase due to the additional unstable pole in
1
¸(s). For comparison, consider the conventional engine at idle conditions. The location of
RHP-zero is at z "2(1/¹ )+26.7. Obviously, the small delay in the conventional feedback

allows  )13.3 rad/s, which implies faster disturbance rejection than is currently feasible for the

camless operation ( )8.9) rad/s.

Even less stringent performance requirements introduce poor sensitivity properties. Consider
a bound on the sensitivity function modelled by = (s)"(s/M #* )/s, where the minimum

1
desired bandwidth is *"4.5 rad/s (* is the frequency where the straight-line approximation of
= is equal to 1) and M is the sensitivity peak. Using the interpolation constraint S(z )"1 that

1

the NMP zero introduces, we conclude that
= (z) " = (z)S(z) ) = S )1


 

(13)

The last inequality re#ects the performance speci"cation = S (1. Solving (13) for
 
M suggests that the closed-loop system might have unacceptable robustness properties in
1
intermediate frequencies, because there, M *2.
1
From the above analysis it is clear that the long (one cycle) delay due to the controller/hardware interface limits the closed-loop performance. The interpolation constraint associated with the unstable pole (¹(p )"1) does not point to any additional di$culties, other than

the need for a stabilizing controller (¹(p )"1N ¹ *1 which requires C(s)O0).



7. UNCERTAINTY MODELLING
Apart from the limitations in the nominal performance, model uncertainty and parameter
variations impose more di$culties in the controller design. Analysis and modelling of the
system uncertainty are presented in this section. For simplicity, the open-loop speed equation is
Copyright  2001 John Wiley & Sons, Ltd.
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rewritten as
N"k




!




s!z

e\O>O?Qv
J(s#as!b)
s!z

¹
O
J(s#as!b)

(14)

where k"G is de"ned in (10) and G is rewritten from (10) as (s!z )/J(s#as!b), where



a"!(p #p ) and b"!p p .


 
The inertia J varies in the range shown in (11). The value of the load torque also varies as
shown in (12).
It is found that when the load torque increases, k decreases, a increases and b increases, all
monotonically. When the inertia increases, k does not change, while both a and b decrease
monotonically. When the load is 0 N m and the inertia is 0.37 kg m, the linearization results in
the smallest RHP pole (best case scenario) and the values of k, a and b are
k"7.93, a"27.01, b"8.66

(15)

When the load is 50 N m and the inertia is 0.25 kg m (largest RHP pole or worst case scenario),
we get the following values:
k"7.52, a"27.39, b"18.55

(16)

When the load is between 0 and 50 N m, and the inertia is between 0.25 and 0.37 kg m, k, a and
b take values in the range shown in (15) and (16).
Based on the parameter variation, it is straightforward to choose the nominal model as the one
that corresponds to the average values of k, a, b, J (k "7.72, a "27.20, b "13.61, J "0.31,




respectively). The plants with parameters k, a and b which are in the range shown in (15) and (16)
correspond to the perturbed models.
The disturbance transfer function G depends on the load torque and the inertia. The gain

G depends on the load torque only. Since the variations of the load torque and the inertia are

independent, we can model these uncertainties part by part. In particular, we consider a multiplicative uncertainty structure to model the uncertainty in G and G , where G "G (I#= ) is


.G
G
G G
the form of multiplicative uncertainty. G and G for i"2, 3 are the perturbed and nominal plant.
.G
G
Therefore we get = ( j) ( j) "[ G ( j)!G ( j) ]/ G ( j) , where G ( j)!G ( j) is
G
G
.G
G
G
.G
G
the distance between the perturbed plant and the nominal plant at frequency .
The uncertainty in the gain G is easily modelled with multiplicative uncertainty. We have

G 3[7.52, 7.93], G "7.72, so using the multiplicative notation we have G "G (1#=  ),
.

.

 
where = "2.65;10\,  " and 3[!1, 1].


The multiplicative uncertainty model of the disturbance transfer function G is directly

obtained using the Nyquist plots of G . Figure 8 shows G (solid line) and G (*) at two
.

.
di!erent frequencies. It also shows how the load torque and inertia change the perturbed plant at
these frequencies.
We use a circle to cover all the uncertainty at each frequency with a radius R (). We have that

G ( j)!G ( j) )R (), and consequently = ( j) ( j) )R ()/ G ( j) . Figure 9
.






shows R ()/ G ( j) and the gain of a "rst-order function = (s)"(0.25s#0.10)/(s#0.47),



which ensures that R ()/ G ( j) ) = ( j) . Therefore, we have a perturbed plant of G as



.
G "G (1#=  ), where = is shown above and  satis"es  )1. Note that by choosing
.
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Figure 8. The Nyquist plots of the disturbance transfer function G (solid line) with perturbation G (*).

.

Figure 9. The upper bound of the multiplicative uncertainty gain in G ( j).


= (s) as the above weight function, we have a perturbed disturbance gain slightly more conserva
tive than the actual perturbation.

8. CAMLESS ISC CONTROLLER DESIGN
A robustly stabilizing PI controller and two high-order robust controller designs based on
H and synthesis are designed here.

Copyright  2001 John Wiley & Sons, Ltd.
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8.1. PI controller design
For the PI controller design C(s)"k #k /s, the root locus method is applied to determine the
.
'
combination of k and K that can stabilize the plant for the range of inertia and load torque
.
'
de"ned in (11) and (12). Figures 10 and 11 show the resulting k and k values. The region for the
.
'
allowable values is encircled by the curves and x-axis. It is shown that a change in load torque shifts
the region along the x-axis, while the decrease of inertia reduces signi"cantly the allowable region.
It is found that a set of k and k values can be chosen that stabilize the plant under any possible
.
'
variation of inertia and load. In this region, k "0.13 and k "0.12 are chosen for achieving fast
.
'
closed-loop response and large damping. Figure 12 shows the step response to a 1 N m disturbance for the worst, nominal and best cases. As expected, it is found that the response of the best
case has the smallest speed excursion and oscillation.

Figure 10. Region of k and k values for di!erent load values.
.
'

Figure 11. Region of k and k values for di!erent inertia values.
.
'
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Figure 12. Step response to 1 N m disturbance for worst, nominal and best case plant.

8.2. Robust controller design
The PI controller design is only a "rst-order controller and cannot directly address requirements
on nominal performance-loop shaping and robust performance. In this section, H [19] and

[20] synthesis are used to design higher-order controllers based on the uncertainty model in
Section 7.
The block diagram of the perturbed model with the standard input/output representation is
shown in Figure 13. The perturbed plant is already discussed in Section 7. The selection of the
performance weight, = , is based on the limitation analysis, where we showed that a closed-loop

bandwidth of 4.5 rad/s will result in a sensitivity peak of 2. The performance weight
= "(s/B#* )/(s#* /A) is chosen with B"2 so that there is good high-frequency distur
bance rejection, the allowable steady-state error is less than the DC gain 1/A"0.01, and the
minimum bandwidth is *"1.5 rad/s in order to achieve good disturbance response in the
nonlinear simulations (in Figure 19) that follow. The noise weight, = , is chosen with bandwidth

500 rad/s and the noise mean value of 0.008 rpm based on typical wheel speed sensor characteristics. The control action weight = "1 was chosen.

Figure 14 shows the robust stability, nominal performance and robust performance plots for
the H and controller. Both controllers ensure robust stability. The controller sacri"ces some

of the nominal performance in order to achieve robust performance. The step disturbance (1 N m)
responses of the closed-loop system with these two controllers are shown in Figures 15 and 16. It
is found that the H controller results in larger closed-loop bandwidth, while the -based closed

loop has smaller speed excursion.
For comparison, Figure 17 shows the magnitude of the three controllers, namely PI, H and .

Both H and show high-frequency content which imposes stringent requirements on their

digital implementation.
Figure 18 shows the Nyquist plots of the closed-loop system with these three controllers. It
shows that the H and controllers exploit the high frequencies, as long as the uncertainty and

the noise are small, and boost the gain once they have brought the loop around the 1 point. Note
here that we analysed the positive feedback system, thus stability is de"ned by the 1#j point.
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Figure 13. Block diagram of the perturbed system.

Figure 14. Robust stability, nominal performance and robust performance plot of closed loop with an
H and controllers.


The gain at high frequencies is further increased to force a fast roll-o! based on the closed-loop
analytical constraint.
Finally, Figure 19 shows the 15 N m disturbance response of the closed-loop nominal nonlinear
system with PI, H and controllers. Both the H and controllers outperform the PI, but still


have longer transient response time than that of conventional engines [9]. Table I shows the
transient time and maximum deviation of the speed for the closed-loop nonlinear system with the
PI, H and controllers during disturbance torque of 15, 20 and 25 N m.

9. CONCLUDING REMARKS
In this paper, we formulated the idle speed control problem for a SI engine equipped with
a camless electro-hydraulic valvetrain. We showed that unthrottled camless operation results in
Copyright  2001 John Wiley & Sons, Ltd.
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Figure 15. Step disturbance response and control e!ort disturbance response plot of closed loop with an H

controller.

Figure 16. Step disturbance response and control e!ort disturbance response plot of closed loop with
a controller.

unstable open-loop dynamics at idle. We demonstrated using linear theoretic techniques that the
unstable pole and controller/hardware delay impose limitations in the achievable disturbance
rejection performance of the closed-loop system. The e!ects and bene"ts of spark timing as an
additional control variable for the ISC problem will be investigated in future work.
It is important to mention that analysis in the continuous crank-angle domain does not change
the stability results presented here. Analysis in the crank-angle domain scales the location of poles
and zeros by a positive number, i.e. does not change their relative ratio and their unstable}stable
characteristics [21, 22]. Thus, the fundamental limits associated with the RHP pole and NMP
zero remain as studied here. Analysis in the crank-angle domain might facilitate the robust
Copyright  2001 John Wiley & Sons, Ltd.
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Figure 17. Magnitude plots of the PI, H and


controllers.

Figure 18. Nyquist plots of closed loop system with the PI, H and


controllers.

control design because the plant parameter variations with respect to engine speed are smaller
than the variations observed in the time-domain analysis.
Our analysis on the relative pole/zero locations can help future decision about the minimum
idle speed, the maximum vehicle inertia and the computational resources in camless enginepowered vehicles. The system instability, coupled with potentially large delay, requires a detailed
Copyright  2001 John Wiley & Sons, Ltd.
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Figure 19. Response of the closed-loop nonlinear system with the PI, H and

disturbance torque.

controllers during a 15 N m

Table I
Maximum speed deviation (rpm)/Transient response time (s)
Disturbance load (N m)
15
20
25

PI

H


18/2.58
24/3.44
30/3.58

15/1.48
20/1.49
25/1.50

14/1.90
18/1.96
22/2.00

analysis and formal ways of testing software interrupts and priorities among tasks. Although
non-trivial, these implementation issues have been successfully addressed in the production of
diesel fuel governors and injection systems. Advances in real-time computing and controller
hardware are expected to signi"cantly reduce this delay in the near future, making camless
technology a potential candidate for the new generation of highly e$cient vehicles.

APPENDIX A: NOMENCLATURE
J
N
¹
O
¹
O
¹
O
¹
O
m




total rotational inertia (kg m)
engine Speed (rpm)
net torque generated by combustion (N m)
torque due to mechanical friction and other losses (N m)
disturbance torque (N m)
load torque (N m)
engine air charge (kg)
induction-to-power delay (s)
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v

?

mR
F
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stroke event (s)
mean-value engine air #ow (kg/s)
intake valve duration (deg)
pulse-interval (s)
sensing and computational delay (s)
throttle angle (deg)
air #ow into the manifold (kg/s)
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